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a b s t r a c t

28This report describes a HLAMatchmaker-based antibody analysis of post-pregnancy sera with antibodies
29against child-specific HLA-DR epitopes. These sera were reactive in IgG-binding assays with single allele
30bead (SAB) panels on a Luminex platform. The antibody specificity analysis focused on DRB epitopes that
31have been recorded in the International HLA Epitope Registry (http://www.epregistry.com.br) as exper-
32imentally verified with informative antibodies but we also considered other eplets that predict potential
33epitopes.
34The SAB panel has in several instances two or more alleles corresponding the same serologically
35defined DR antigen and we selected six sera were with different reactivity patterns with DR1, DR4,
36DR13 and/or DR52 alleles. We demonstrate here how amino acid differences between these alleles can
37provide useful information in the determination of new epitope specificities of antibodies in these sera.
38Eight newly antibody-verified epitopes were identified including three that correspond to eplets paired
39with self-residue configurations. Epitope specificity information appears to be useful in the prediction
40of mismatch acceptability of non-SAB alleles within serological DR antigen groups.
41� 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Histocompatibility and
42Immunogenetics.
43

44

45

46 1. Introduction

47 There is now increasing acceptance of the concept that mis-
48 match acceptability for sensitized transplant patients should be
49 based on HLA epitopes recognized by antibodies and involve HLA
50 typing at high-resolution rather than antigen levels [1]. HLAMatch-
51 maker is an algorithm designed to predict HLA epitopes by molec-
52 ular structural modeling and amino acid sequence comparisons
53 between HLA alleles. It considers each allele as a series of small
54 configurations of polymorphic residues referred to as eplets as
55 essential components of HLA epitopes. The website-based Interna-
56 tional Registry of HLA epitopes http://www.epregistry.com.br
57 describes the repertoires of HLA-ABC, -DRDQDP and -MICA eplets
58 [2]. An important question is which eplets correspond to actual
59 epitopes specifically recognized by HLA antibodies. Three publica-
60 tions describe antibody-verified epitopes recorded so far in the
61 HLA Epitope Registry [3–5].

62Pregnancy offers an attractive model to study the antibody
63responses to mismatched HLA epitopes which can be readily deter-
64mined from the HLA types of mother and child. The goal of such
65studies is to determine how antibody reactivity with alleles in a
66HLA panel correlates with the presence of child-specific epitopes
67which have already been recorded as antibody-verified in the
68HLA Epitope Registry or other epitopes with distinct amino acid
69residue configurations. Such epitopes might be considered candi-
70dates to be added to the repertoire of antibody-verified epitopes.
71This report describes a HLAMatchmaker analysis of pregnancy
72sera with DRB antibodies and tested in IgG-binding assays with
73single allele bead (SAB) panels on a Luminex platform. The SAB
74panel has in several instances two or more alleles corresponding
75the same serologically defined DR antigen and certain sera exhibit
76different reactivity patterns with such alleles. We postulate that
77amino acid differences between these alleles provide useful infor-
78mation in the determination of epitope specificities of antibodies.
79We describe here an epitope specificity analysis of antibodies of
80six sera with different reactivity patterns with alleles correspond-
81ing to DR1, DR4, DR13 and/or DR52 antigens. This epitope
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82 specificity information can be used in the prediction of mismatch
83 acceptability of non-SAB alleles.

84 2. Methods

85 2.1. Populations and HLA typing and antibody testing methods

86 This study was approved by the local ethics committee and
87 written informed consent was obtained from women enrolled in
88 the study and giving full-term live birth at the University Hospital
89 Basel between September 2009 and April 2011 [6]. A blood sample
90 was drawn from the mother between day 1 and 4 after delivery for
91 high-resolution HLA A/B/C/DRB1 typing and antibody testing. Cord
92 blood of the child was obtained immediately after delivery for
93 high-resolution HLA A/B/C/DRB1 typing. This report addresses
94 antibody specificities against not only DRB1 epitopes but also
95 DRB3, DRB4 and DRB5 epitopes. Although mother and child had
96 been typed for only 4-digit DRB1 we assigned predicted
97 DRB3/4/5 types from well-known strong associations within DRB
98 haplotypes as reported elsewhere [7,8].
99 HLA antibody testing was done with single HLA antigen beads

100 (SAB) for class I (iBeads, lot 8; One Lambda, ThermoFischer) and
101 normalized mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values were deter-
102 mined for each bead as previously described [6]. Determinations
103 of cut-off MFI values between negative and positive reactions of
104 alleles in the SAB panel were based on mean MFI values for the
105 self-alleles of the mother; such values reflect true non-reactivity.
106 Any other allele in the SAB panel with a MFI more than three stan-
107 dard deviations above the mean value with self can be statistically
108 considered as being significantly higher and this criterion was
109 applied to establish cut-off MFI values. Sera were considered to
110 have child-reactive DRB-antibodies if any of the reactive alleles
111 in the SAB panel corresponded with a paternal allele of the child.

112 2.2. HLAMatchmaker analysis

113 The newly designed www.HLAMatchmaker.net website has
114 several updated epitope-based antibody analysis programs. All
115 are in Microsoft Excel format and the following information can
116 be readily entered: (1) the composition of the HLA-typed SAB
117 panel, (2) 4-digit HLA types of the antibody producer and the
118 immunizer if possible, and (3) the MFI values of the SAB panel
119 can be copied from the CSV files in the SAB manufacturer’s soft-
120 ware stored in the Luminex equipment. The program automatically
121 calculates the mean MFI value plus three standard deviations for
122 the self-alleles of the antibody producer and this information can
123 be used to determine the cut-off MFI value between negative and
124 positive reactivity. Upon entering the cut-off MFI value, the pro-
125 gram automatically identifies the reactive SAB alleles and their
126 mismatched epitopes.
127 The antibody analysis programs consider two groups of epi-
128 topes: (1) epitopes that have been experimentally verified with
129 informative antibodies, they are defined by eplets or eplet pairs
130 and (2) other eplets in the SAB panel which should be considered
131 as theoretical predictions of epitopes but might become
132 antibody-verified if informative data with reactive alleles have
133 been generated. Such newly identified epitopes will be recorded
134 in the HLA Epitope Registry with the goal of establishing complete
135 repertoires of epitopes recognized by antibodies.
136 The class II epitope analysis program addresses the reactivity
137 the entire SAB panel. There are separate sheets for DRB1/3/4/5,
138 DQA/DQB and DPA/DPB on which the SAB panel reactivity can be
139 sorted according to immunizer-specific versus third-
140 party-specific and antibody-verified epitopes versus other eplets.

141Moreover, the program has a list of non-SAB alleles that have or
142do not have epitopes shared with the reactive SAB alleles; this
143information is useful to determine mismatch acceptability of such
144alleles.
145The SAB panel has in several instances two or more alleles
146corresponding the same serologically defined DR antigen and
147we noted that certain sera reacted differently with such alleles.
148We postulat that these differences can be explained with distinct
149amino acid differences between alleles; Table 1 shows which
150residues must be considered for the alleles in the current SAB
151panel. Moreover, reactive alleles corresponding to a given DRB
152antigen must share distinct residue configurations with the
153immunizing DRB allele whereas non-reactive alleles have
154different configurations. This report describes the reactivity
155differences of six sera with alleles corresponding to DR1, DR4,
156DR13 and/or DR52.

1573. Results

1583.1. Serum #22

159This serum came from a woman who typed as DRB1*08:01,
16015:01; DRB5*01:01 who after a first pregnancy had antibodies
161induced by the child’s DRB1*01:01 (Table 2). The allele reactivity
162pattern did not reveal any antibody-verified epitope specificity.
163In the SAB panel, alleles in the DR1 and DR4 groups showed differ-
164ent reactivity patterns that were associated with amino acid differ-
165ences shown in Table 1. The reactive DRB1*01:01, DRB1*01:02,
166DRB1*04:01, DRB1*04:03, DRB1*04:04 and DRB1*04:05 share the
16767L and 70Q residues (or the 67LQ eplet) whereas the non-
168reactive DRB1*01:03 and DRB1*04:02 have 67ID. These findings
169suggest that 67LQ contributes to the epitope recognized by anti-
170bodies in #22. This is non-self configuration because the DRB alle-
171les of the antibody producer have different configurations in these
172sequence positions: DRB1*08:01 (67FD), DRB1*15:01 (67IQ) and
173DRB5*01:01 (67FD).
174All three DR52 alleles have also 67LQ but only DRB*02:02 was
175reactive. This means that the epitope corresponding to 67LQ must
176have an additional residue configuration present on DRB3*02:02
177but not on the other two DR52 alleles. Such residue configuration
178must be shared with the immunizing DRB1*01:01 and the other
179reactive 67LQ-carrying alleles. Only residue 60Y meets this
180requirement and it should be noted that this is a self-residue pre-
181sent on all alleles of the antibody producer. Accordingly, antibodies
182in #22 are specific for an epitope defined by 67LQ paired with self-
18360Y; this epitope has been annotated as 67LQ+s60Y. In contrast,
184the non-reactive DRB3*01:01 and DRB3*03:01 have 67LQ paired
185with 60S.
186Table 2 shows also that DRB1*10:01, DRB4*01:01, and
187DRB4*01:02 have low but still significantly positive MFI values
188(mean: 560 ± 223 versus 11 ± 16 for 21 negative alleles). They have
189the 67LR+s60Y configuration which apparently has some weak
190cross-reactivity with the 67LQ+s60Y epitope. The 67LR-carrying
191allele DRB1*14:01 was non-reactive and has 60H rather than
19260Y. Similarly, the weakly reactive DRB1*09:02 (MFI = 433) has
193the weakly cross-reactive 67FR+s60Y but the 67FR+60H-carrying
194DRB1*09:01 (MFI = 48) was non-reactive.
195Altogether, serum #22 has antibodies specific for an epitope
196defined by the 67LQ eplet paired with a self-residue 60Y expressed
197on the molecular surface about 6 Å away, a sufficient distance for
198contact by two separate CDRs of antibody. Table 2 shows the
199molecular model. This epitope has been annotated as 67LQ+s60Y.
200A substitution of 70Q by 70R within the eplet permitted a very
201low level of cross-reactivity with antibody.
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Table 1
Amino acid residue differences between alleles corresponding to serological defined antigens in the SAB panel used for serum testing.

Allele Residue
differences

Allele Residue
differences

DR1 DR13
DRB1*01:01 67L 70Q 71R 85V 86G DRB1*13:01 32H 37N 47F 57D 71E 86V
DRB1*01:02 67L 70Q 71R 85A 86V DRB1*13:03 32Y 37Y 47Y 57S 71K 86G
DRB1*01:03 67I 70D 71E 85V 86G

DR15
DR3 DRB1*15:01 30Y 86V
DRB1*03:01 26Y 28D 47F 86V DRB1*15:02 30Y 86G
DRB1*03:02 26F 28E 47Y 86G DRB1*15:03 30H 86V
DR4 DR16
DRB1*04:01 57D 67L 70Q 71K 74A 86G DRB1*16:01 67F
DRB1*04:02 57D 67I 70D 71E 74A 86V DRB1*16:02 67L
DRB1*04:03 57D 67L 70Q 71R 74E 86V
DRB1*04:04 57D 67L 70Q 71R 74A 86V DR51
DRB1*04:05 57S 67L 70Q 71R 74A 86G DRB5*01:01 6R 30D 37D 38L 67F 70D 71R 85V 86G 135S

DRB5*02:02 6C 30G 37N 38V 67I 70Q 71A 85A 86V 135G
DR9
DRB1*09:01 57V 60S DR52
DRB1*09:02 57D 60Y DRB3*01:01 11R 26Y 28D 30Y 37F 38L 40F 51T 57V 60S 74R 86G 140A 149Q 183A 189R

DRB3*02:02 11L 26F 28E 30H 37Y 38A 40Y 51R 57D 60Y 74Q 86G 140A 149Q 183P 189S
DR11 DRB3*03:01 11L 26F 28E 30Y 37F 38V 40F 51T 57V 60S 74Q 86V 140T 149H 183P 189R
DRB1*11:01 86G
DRB1*11:04 86V DR53

DRB4*01:01 135S
DR12 DRB4*01:03 135G
DRB1*12:01 67I
DRB1*12:02 67F
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202 3.2. Serum #93

203 This serum came from a woman after a second pregnancy. She
204 typed as DRB1*13:01, 15:01; DRB3*01:01, DRB5*01:01 and had
205 antibodies induced by the child’s DRB1*01:01 (Table 3). Reactive
206 alleles share with DRB1*01:01 the antibody-verified 96ES2 and
207 an epitope defined by 13FE with DRB1*01:01; the 13FE-carrying
208 DR9 alleles are informative. In contrast, the remaining reactive
209 alleles did not share any mismatched antibody-verified epitope
210 with the immunizing allele.

211Four 67LQ-carrying DR4 alleles were reactive but the 67ID-
212carrying DRB1*04:02 was non-reactive. The immunizing
213DRB1*01:01 has also 67LQ which suggests that these residues con-
214tribute to the epitope recognized by antibodies in #93. However,
215both DRB1*03 and all three DRB3 alleles have also 67LQ but they
216were non-reactive. This suggests that the epitope requires another
217amino residue configuration that must be shared with the immu-
218nizing DRB1*01:01 and the reactive 67LQ-carrying alleles. The con-
219figuration of 73A and 77T meets this requirement because the non-
220reactive 67LQ-carrying DRB1*03 and DRB3 alleles have 73G and

Table 3
Serum #93 has antibodies specific for the antibody-verified 96ES2 and two epitopes defined by 13FE and 67LQ or 67LR paired with self-73AT, respectively.

Serum #93

67LQ and 73AT are about 6 Å apart

Antibody producer: DRB1*13:01, *15:01; DRB3*01:01, DRB5*01:01

DRB allele MFI Ep1 Ep2 Ep3 Other residues in Ep3
AbVer Eplet Eplet pair*

DRB1*01:01 Immunizer 10,020 96ES2 13FE s67LQ+s73AT 71R 74A
DRB1*01:03 16,163 96ES2 13FE
DRB1*01:02 12,638 96ES2 13FE s67LQ+s73AT 71R 74A
DRB1*10:01 10,967 13FE 67LR+s73AT 71R 74A
DRB1*09:02 4164 13FE
DRB1*09:01 2834 13FE

DRB1*04:04 15,120 s67LQ+s73AT 71R 74A
DRB1*04:05 12,569 s67LQ+s73AT 71R 74A
DRB1*04:01 5152 s67LQ+s73AT 71K 74A
DRB1*04:03 4223 s67LQ+s73AT 71R 74E
DRB1*04:02 1 (67ID+s73AT)
DRB1*03:01 65 (s67LQ+73GN)
DRB1*03:02 93 (s67LQ+73GN)
DRB3*02:02 1 (s67LQ+73GN)
DRB3*03:01 1 (s67LQ+73GN)
DRB3*01:01 Self 1 (s67LQ+73GN)
DRB1*14:01 7776 67LR+s73AT 71R 74E
DRB4*01:01 7412 67LR+s73AT 71R 74E
DRB4*01:03 8625 67LR+s73AT 71R 74E
DRB5*02:02 702
Negative alleles (N = 20) 33 ± 51
Positive control 8453

* Non-reactive pairs are between parentheses.

Table 2
Serum #22 has antibodies specific for an epitope defined by 67LQ paired with self 60Y.

Serum #22

The 67LQ eplet is paired with a self-residue 60Y expressed
on the molecular surface about 6 Å away

Antibody producer: DRB1*08:01,*15:01; DRB5*01:01,-

DRB allele MFI Ep1
Eplet pair*

DRB1*01:01 Immunizer 10,185 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*01:02 13,466 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*01:03 1 (67ID+s60Y)
DRB1*04:01 11,168 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*04:02 1 (67ID+s60Y)
DRB1*04:03 5050 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*04:04 13,585 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*04:05 9535 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*03:01 6523 67LQ+s60Y
DRB1*03:02 5337 67LQ+s60Y
DRB3*02:02 10,496 67LQ+s60Y
DRB3*01:01 1 (67LQ+60S)
DRB3*03:01 1 (67LQ+60S)
DRB1*10:01 309 (67LR+s60Y)
DRB4*01:01 735 (67LR+s60Y)
DRB4*01:03 637 (67LR+s60Y)
DRB1*14:01 26 (67LR+60H)
DRB1*09:02 433 (67FR+s60Y)
DRB1*09:01 48 (67FR+60H)
Negative alleles (N = 21) 11 ± 16

* Non-reactive pairs are between parentheses.
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221 77N. Accordingly, #93 has antibodies reacting with a third epitope
222 defined by 67LQ paired with 73AT.
223 Serum #93 reacted also with DRB1*14:01, DRB4*01:01 and
224 DRB4*01:03 alleles which have 67LR paired with 73AT; There are
225 two possible explanations for this reactivity. Since this serum
226 was collected after a second pregnancy, it is possible that the epi-
227 tope shared by these reactive alleles is recognized by antibodies
228 induced by a different HLA mismatch during the first pregnancy.
229 Another and perhaps more likely explanation is that the 67LQ
230 +73AT epitope allows a substitution of glutamic acid by arginine
231 in sequence position 70 but it leads to slightly lower MFI values.
232 This would mean a serological cross-reactivity between 67LQ
233 +73AT and 67LR+73AT.
234 DRB1*04:04 (MFI = 15,210) and DRB1*04:05 (MFI = 12,569)
235 were more reactive than DRB1*04:01 (MFI = 5152) and
236 DRB1*04:03 (MFI = 4223). DRB1*04:04 and DRB1*04:05 share
237 nearby residues 71R and 74A with the immunizing DRB1*01:01
238 whereas DRB1*04:01 has 71K and 74A and DRB1*04:03,
239 DRB1*14:01, DRB4*01:01 and DRB4*01:03 has 71R and 74E.
240 Sequence positions 71 and 74 are not well exposed on the molec-
241 ular surface and K/R and E/A substitutions might explain the lower
242 MFI values.
243 For the epitope defined by the 67LQ+73AT pair it should be
244 noted 67LQ is a self-eplet on the antibody producer’s
245 DRB3*01:01 and that 73AT is a self-eplet on the antibody pro-
246 ducer’s DRB1*13:01, DRB1*15:01 and DRB5*01:01. Accordingly,
247 this epitope is annotated as s67LQ+s73AT. 67LQ and 73AT are
248 about 6 Å apart, a sufficient distance for contact by two separate
249 CDRs of antibody. The molecular model in Table 3 shows also the
250 nearby locations of residue positions 71 and 74 below.
251 Serum #93 reacted weakly with DRB5*02:02 (MFI = 702) but
252 not with the self-DRB5*01:01 of the antibody producer (MFI = 1).
253 Three residue differences for DRB5*02:02 (38V, 70Q and 135D)
254 are shared with the immunizing DRB1*01:01 but while it is possi-
255 ble that the DRB5*02:02 reactivity reflects antibodies induced by a
256 mismatch during a previous pregnancy we could not identify a dis-
257 tinct epitope.

258 3.3. Serum #223

259 This serum was collected after a third pregnancy and had anti-
260 bodies reacting with the DRB1*15:01/DRB5*01:01 haplotype of the
261 child (Table 4). Its specificity corresponded to the antibody-verified
262 142M3 presented by DRB1*15:01 and shared with the other
263 DRB1*15 and DRB1*16 alleles and the antibody-verified 108T on
264 DRB5*01:01 and DRB5*02:02. The two DRB1*09 alleles had very
265 low MFI values; they share 28H with the immunizing DRB5*01:01.
266 The reactivity patterns with DRB1*01 and DRB1*04 alleles were
267 opposite than those with serum #22. It reacted with DRB1*01:03
268 and DRB1*04:02 but not with the other DRB1*01 and DRB1*04
269 alleles in the SAB panel. These reactive alleles share 70D with the
270 immunizing DRB5*01:01 and all other 70D-carrying alleles such
271 as DRB1*07:01, DRB1*11:01, DRB1*12:01 and DRB1*13:01 showed
272 high MFI values. The non-reactive DR1 and DR4 alleles have 70Q
273 and this suggested that #223 had antibodies specific for a fourth
274 epitope defined by the 70D eplet.

275 3.4. Serum #384

276 This first pregnancy serum had antibodies induced by the
277 DRB1*11:04/DRB3*02:02 haplotype and showed high MFI values
278 with the antibody-verified 51R2 of the child’s DRB3*02:02 and
279 the antibody-verified 57DE epitope of the child’s DRB1*11:04
280 (Table 5). Although the antibody producer typed as DRB1*13:01,
281 her serum reacted with DRB1*13:03 which has six residue differ-
282 ences with DRB1*13:01 (Table 1) but only 32Y and 37Y are shared

283with the immunizing DRB1*11:04. This corresponds to two eplets
284in the epitope registry: 31FY and 37Y whereas the antibody pro-
285ducer’s DRB1*13:01 and DRB3*01:01 have 31FH and 37F. All five
286DR4 alleles and DRB1*08:01 were reactive (MFI = 4383 ± 767)
287and they share 31FY+37Y. However, the non-reactive DR16 alleles
288carry 31IY+37Y and the non-reactive DRB4 and DRB1*15 alleles
289have 31FY+37S. This suggests that the epitope recognized by
290#384 is defined by 31FY+37Y. The 31FY+37F-carrying
291DRB1*07:01 was less reactive (MFI = 1504) but it is possible that
292the 31FY+37Y-specific antibodies in #384 cross-reacted with
29331FY+37F (Table 5).
294Based on the DRB eplet annotations in the International HLA
295Epitope Registry, this epitope is epitope determined by the combi-
296nation of 31FY and 37Y. Both eplets are nonself and since they are
297less than 3.5 Å apart it seems likely that these residues comprise a
298new eplet annotated as 31FYY rather than the 31FY+37Y pair.

2993.5. Serum #178

300This serum was collected after a third pregnancy and had anti-
301bodies induced by DRB1*11:04/DRB3*02:02 haplotype and its
302reactivity pattern included specific recognition of the antibody-
303verified 51R2 and 57DE epitopes (Table 6). The immunizing
304DRB1*11:04 presented an epitope that was similar to 31FYY (or
30531FY+37Y) recognized by #384 with two exceptions. First, the
30631FY+37F-carrying DRB1*07:01 gave a negative reaction. Second,
307serum #178 reacted strongly with DRB1*13:03 (MFI = 12,264)
308and DRB1*08:01 (MFI = 11,389) but less well with the DRB1*04
309alleles (MFI = 2601 ± 670). The strongly reactive alleles share
310nearby 10Y, 11S, 12T (all are hidden) and 33N with the immuniz-
311ing DRB1*11:04 whereas the less reactive DR4 alleles have 10Q,
31211V, 12K and 33H which appear to have a slightly negative effect

Table 4
Serum #223 has antibodies specific for four epitopes: the antibody-verified 142M3,
and 108T and two epitopes defined by 28H and 70D, respectively.

Serum #223
Antibody producer: DRB1*01:01,*03:01; DRB3*01:01,-

DRB allele ImDRB MFI Ep1 Ep2 Ep3 Ep4
VerEp VerEp Eplet Eplet*

DRB1*15:01 Immunizer 8962 142M3

DRB1*15:02 9726 142M3

DRB1*15:03 10,559 142M3

DRB1*16:02 13,492 142M3 70D
DRB1*16:01 12,963 142M3 70D
DRB5*01:01 Immunizer 13,021 108T 28H 70D
DRB5*02:02 12,887 108T 28H
DRB1*09:01 294 28H
DRB1*09:02 455 28H
DRB1*01:03 7608 70D
DRB1*01:01 1 (70Q)
DRB1*01:02 1 (70Q)
DRB1*04:02 8257 70D
DRB1*04:01 16 (70Q)
DRB1*04:03 1 (70Q)
DRB1*04:04 1 (70Q)
DRB1*04:05 43 (70Q)
DRB1*07:01 6110 70D
DRB1*08:01 9254 70D
DRB1*11:01 9710 70D
DRB1*11:04 9923 70D
DRB1*12:01 12,545 70D
DRB1*12:02 10,308 70D
DRB1*13:01 11,480 70D
DRB1*13:03 10,080 70D
Negative alleles

(N = 14)
36 ± 47

Positive control 6390

* Non-involved residues are between parentheses.
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313 on the expression of the 31FYY epitope. The molecular model in
314 Table 6 shows the location of the 31FYY epitope and the residues
315 in nearby positions 10, 11, 12 and 33.

316 3.6. Serum #46

317 This serum was collected after a second pregnancy and had
318 antibodies that reacted with the DRB1*13:01 of the child; the

319highly reactive alleles shared the antibody-verified 96HK epitope
320(Table 7). There were also antibodies to an epitope defined by
321the 47F eplet presented by the immunizing DRB1*13:01 and the
322reactivity of DRB1*15 alleles was informative for 47F specificity
323determination.
324There was a similar reactivity with DRB1*01 and DRB1*04 alle-
325les as #223 namely that that only DRB1*01:03 and DRB1*04:02
326were reactive. It should be noted that the antibody producer typed

Table 5
Serum #384 has antibodies specific for the antibody-verified 51R2 and 57DE epitopes and an epitope defined by 31FY+37Y.

Serum #384

31FY and 37Y are less than 3.5 Å apart. The epitope
will be newly annotated as 31FFY

Antibody producer: DRB1*13:01,-; DRB3*01:01,-

DRB allele MFI Ep1 Ep2 Ep3
AbVer AbVer Eplet pair*

DRB3*02:02 Immunizer 11,468 51R2 (31FH+37Y)
DRB1*11:04 Immunizer 11,215 57DE 31FY+37Y
DRB1*11:01 10,331 57DE 31FY+37Y
DRB1*13:03 4704 31FY+37Y
DRB1*13:01 Self 1 (31FH+37N)
DRB3*01:01 Self 1 (31FH+37F)
DRB3*03:01 1 (31FH+37F)
DRB1*08:01 3140 31FY+37Y
DRB1*04:01 4806 31FY+37Y
DRB1*04:02 4308 31FY+37Y
DRB1*04:03 4551 31FY+37Y
DRB1*04:04 5425 31FY+37Y
DRB1*04:05 4066 31FY+37Y
DRB1*16:01 85 (31IY+37Y)
DRB1*16:02 1 (31IY+37Y)
DRB1*07:01 1504 31FY+37F
DRB4*01:01 1 (31FY+37S)
DRB4*01:03 23 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*15:01 28 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*15:02 21 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*15:03 16 (31FY+37S)
Negative alleles (N = 23) 13 ± 28
Positive control 6808

Non-involved pairs are between parentheses.
* The 31FY+37Y pair will be annotated as 31FYY.

Table 6
Serum #178 has antibodies specific for the antibody-verified 51R2 and 57DE epitopes and a third epitope annotated as 31FYY.

Serum #178
Antibody producer: DRB1*13:01,15:01; DRB3*01:01,DRB5*01:01

DRB allele MFI Ep1 Ep2 Ep3 Other residues in Ep3
AbVer AbVer Eplet pair*

DRB3*02:02 Immunizer 13,641 51R2 (31FH+37Y)
DRB1*11:04 Immunizer 15,161 57DE 31FYY 10Y 11S 12T 33N
DRB1*11:01 14,486 57DE 31FYY 10Y 11S 12T 33N
DRB1*13:03 12,264 31FYY 10Y 11S 12T 33N
DRB1*13:01 Self 25 (31FH+37N)
DRB1*08:01 11,339 31FYY 10Y 11S 12T 33N
DRB1*04:01 2383 31FYY 10Q 11V 12K 33H
DRB1*04:02 2940 31FYY 10Q 11V 12K 33H
DRB1*04:03 2927 31FYY 10Q 11V 12K 33H

DRB1*04:04 3223 31FYY 10Q 11V 12K 33H
DRB1*04:05 1533 31FYY 10Q 11V 12K 33H
DRB1*07:01 120 (31FY+37F)
DRB1*15:01 Self 39 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*15:02 29 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*15:03 41 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*16:01 13 (31FY+37S)
DRB1*16:02 1 (31FY+37S)
DRB3*01:01 Self 1 (31FH+37F)
DRB3*03:01 1 (31FH+37F)
DRB4*01:01 127 (31IY+37Y)
DRB4*01:03 67 (31IY+37Y)
Negative alleles (N = 24) 82 ± 71
Positive control 6943

* 31FYY corresponds to 31FY+37Y non-reactive pairs are between parentheses.
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327 as DRB1*04:05 which as expected, gave a negative MFI value. The
328 reactive DRB1*01:03 and DRB1*04:02 share 70DA with the immu-
329 nizing DRB1*13:01 of the child; the non-reactive DR4 have 70QA.
330 High MFI values were seen for all remaining 70DA-carrying alleles
331 DRB1*16 and DRB5*01:01. These findings suggest that #46 recog-
332 nizes a third epitope defined by 70DA and presented by
333 DRB1*11:04.
334 Serum #46 reacted strongly (MFI = 10,164) with the child’s
335 DRB3*02:02 which has a unique antibody-verified 51R2 epitope
336 and reacted also with DRB3*01:01 (MFI = 5133) which shares an
337 epitope defined by 77N+85VG whereby 77N is nonself and 85VG
338 is self. In contrast, the 77N+85VV-carrying DRB3*03:01 was non-
339 reactive (MFI = 1). This reactivity pattern suggests the presence of
340 antibodies against an epitope defined by the 77N+s85VG pair. As
341 illustrated in the molecular model in Table 7, these residues are
342 9 Å apart, a sufficient distance for contact by two separate CDRs
343 of antibody.

344 3.7. Acceptable mismatches

345 In the clinical transplant setting, the primary purpose of a
346 serum antibody analysis is the identification of acceptable HLA
347 mismatches for potential donors. Although this study was done
348 with post-pregnancy sera from healthy women, the data can be
349 used to illustrate the determination of mismatch acceptability of
350 DRB alleles. Table 8 shows for three sera the results with SAB
351 alleles corresponding to serological DR antigens. Determinations
352 of mismatch acceptability of SAB alleles could be solely based on
353 MFI values although information about the presence of
354 antibody-reactive epitopes on such alleles will provide a scientific
355 explanation.

356Identifications of epitope specificities of serum antibodies will
357permit predictions about mismatch acceptability of non-SAB alle-
358les outside the Luminex panel. Serum #22 had antibodies specific
359for the 67LQ+s60Y pair and for DR1, DR4 and DR52 antigens we
360could readily predict which non-SAB alleles can be considered
361acceptable mismatches and which ones are not. Acceptable non-
362SAB allele mismatches were not found in the DRB1*01:01-10 group
363(nor 11-20, not shown) but were identified four times in the
364DRB1*04:06-20 group.
365The 70D-epitope specificity of serum #223 led to a DR1 and DR4
366mismatch acceptability pattern that was opposite to that for serum
367#22. Antibody specificities to the other epitopes 142M3, 108T and
36828H did affect the mismatch acceptability of DR1 and DR4 alleles
369but this information is of course important for the identification
370of other DRB alleles (data not shown).
371The 31FYY-epitope specificity of serum #178 was applied to
372determine mismatch acceptability of DR13 alleles; this serum
373reacted with DRB1*13:03 but not with DRB1*13:01 which was also
374a self-allele for the antibody-producer. Eleven non-SAB DR13 alle-
375les are acceptable mismatches and seven are unacceptable mis-
376matches (Table 8).
377Serum #178 had also 51R2-specific antibodies which reacted
378with DRB3*02:02 but not with DRB3*01:01 and DRB3*03:01.
379Serum #22 had a different antibody specificity 67LQ+s60Y but
380showed the same reactivity pattern with these three DR52 alleles.
381For both sera, DRB3*02:02 is an unacceptable mismatch. The vast
382majority of DRB3*02 alleles (except DRB3*02:09) are unacceptable
383mismatches but there was a slight difference between these two
384sera: DRB3*02:11 is acceptable for serum #22 and DRB3*02:10 is
385acceptable for serum #178. DRB3*01:07 was unacceptable for both
386sera.

Table 7
Serum #46 has antibodies specific for the antibody-verified 96HK and 51R2 and three epitopes defined by 47F, 70DA and 77 N+s85VG, respectively.

Serum #46

77N and 85VG are 9 Å apart

Antibody producer: DRB1*04:05, *09:01; DRB4*01:01,-

DRB allele MFI Ep1 Ep2 Ep3 Ep4 Ep5
VerEp Eplet Eplet VerEp Eplet pair

DRB1*13:01 Immunizer 15,562 96HK 47F 70DA
DRB1*13:03 15,051 96HK 70DA
DRB1*11:01 15,022 96HK 47F 70DA
DRB1*11:04 15,472 96HK 47F 70DA
DRB1*03:01 14,712 96HK 47F
DRB1*03:02 11,613 96HK 77N+s85VG
DRB1*14:01 13,768 96HK
DRB1*08:01 13,788 96HK 70DA
DRB1*12:01 16,379 96HK 47F 70DA
DRB1*12:02 16,188 96HK 47F 70DA
DRB1*15:01 7337 47F
DRB1*15:02 5499 47F
DRB1*15:03 3768 47F
DRB1*01:03 14,704 70DA
DRB1*01:01 16
DRB1*01:02 5
DRB1*04:02 15,680 70DA
DRB1*04:01 1
DRB1*04:03 1
DRB1*04:04 1
DRB1*04:05 Self 23
DRB1*16:02 13,765 70DA
DRB1*16:01 12,586 70DA
DRB5*01:01 11,759 70DA
DRB1*07:01* 1183*

DRB3*02:02 Immunizer 10164 51R2 77N+s85VG
DRB3*01:01 5133 77N+s85VG
DRB3*03:01 1
Negative alleles (N = 13) 9 ± 13
Positive control 7979

* The weak reactivity with DRB1*07:01 might reflect the presence of 25QR3-specific antibodies induced during a previous pregnancy.
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387 4. Discussion

388 HLAMatchmaker-based analyses of post-pregnancy sera offer
389 outstanding opportunities to identify HLA epitopes recognized by
390 antibodies. The International Registry of HLA Epitopes http://
391 www.epregistry.com.br has databases for structurally defined
392 HLA-ABC, -DRDQDP and -MICA epitopes which can be divided into
393 two groups: (1) antibody-verified epitopes and (2) eplets that in
394 theory might predict epitopes but which have not been experimen-
395 tally verified with informative antibodies. The major goal of the
396 Registry is to continually update the repertoires of antibody-
397 verified HLA epitopes and this can only be accomplished by analyz-
398 ing new antibody reactivity patterns with informative HLA allele
399 panels. The availability of complete epitope repertoires will be use-
400 ful for the determination of mismatch acceptability and permissi-
401 bility of potential donors in the clinical transplant setting.
402 This report describes the reactivity patterns of DRB antibodies
403 with a single allele panel on a Luminex platform. We selected six
404 post-pregnancy sera that reacted differently with groups of alleles
405 within the serologically defined DR1, DR4, DR13 and DR52 anti-
406 gens. Amino acid differences between alleles in each group were
407 expected to provide information about the structure of DRB epi-
408 topes specifically recognized by antibodies.
409 Our data suggest the identification of eight newly antibody-
410 verified DRB epitopes and three of them are defined by eplet pairs.
411 The DRB1*01:01-induced 67LQ+s60Y (Table 2) and 67LQ+s73AT
412 (Table 3) are structurally similar because both have the 67L and
413 70Q residues but the eplets are paired with different self-
414 configurations. The third pair is the DRB3*02:02-induced 77N
415 +s85VG which is shared with the reactive DRB3*01:01. This epi-
416 tope is structurally similar to the antibody-verified 77N reported
417 in the Registry except that it requires 85VG as a second contact site
418 about 9 Å away.
419 Five newly antibody-verified DRB epitopes correspond to single
420 eplets including 13FE, 47F, 70D and 70DA. Serum #384 and #178
421 have antibodies specific for epitopes defined by the 31FY+37Y pair
422 but since all residues are within a 3.5 Å radius they comprise one
423 eplet annotated as 31FYY. The specific reactivity of serum #223
424 with 28H was considered insufficient evidence for a new
425 antibody-verified because the informative 28H-carrying DR9 alle-
426 les had very low MFI values.
427 Serum #384 (Table 5) and serum #178 (Table 6) had
428 DRB1*11:04-induced specificity patterns that corresponded with
429 the antibody-verified 31FYY epitope, but there some differences
430 between their reactivity patterns. The reactivity of #384 with
431 31FY+37F-carrying DRB1*07:01 suggested a serological cross-
432 reactivity between 31FYY and 31FY+37F. High reactivity of #178

433with 31FYY-carrying alleles was associated with the sharing of cer-
434tain residues in nearby sequence positions 10, 11, 12 and 33 with
435the immunizing DRB1*11:04 allele. Less reactive alleles have dif-
436ferent residues than the immunizing allele and the more reactive
437alleles. This reflects a cross-reactivity at the eplet level whereby
438certain nearby residue differences affect the expression of the cor-
439responding epitope.
440As another example, the comparable reactivity pattern of 67LQ
441+s73AT-carrying and 67LR+s73AT-carrying alleles with #93
442(Table 3) seems to reflect a strong serological cross-reactivity
443between 67LQ and 67LR eplets. On the other hand, 67LQ+s60Y-
444carrying alleles reacted much stronger with #22 than 67LR+s60Y-
445carrying alleles (Table 2) thereby suggesting that 67LR is consider-
446ably less cross-reactive with 67LQ for this antibody.
447In HLA serology, the term cross-reactivity refers to groups of
448antigens or alleles that share epitopes, the so-called cross-
449reacting groups or CREGs [9–11]. Cross-reactivity at the epitope
450level deserves a different consideration if two or more structurally
451similar eplets or eplet pairs with residue differences that have no
452effect or only modestly affect the reactivity with specific antibody.
453This means that certain residue substitutions are allowable for the
454expression of the epitope and this reflects the so-called Landsteiner
455type of cross-reactivity. Classic experiments in 1935 were con-
456ducted with antibodies generated to synthetic haptens conjugated
457to protein carriers [12]. These antibodies were hapten-specific but
458they reacted also with different affinities to chemically related
459haptens. This cross-reactivity of immunological specificity applies
460also to antigenic determinants on proteins [13] and relates to a
461structural complementarity which permits interactions between
462epitope and antibody involving hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions,
463van der Waals forces and hydrophobic interactions. Kosmoliaptsis
464addresses these physiochemical concepts for HLA epitopes [14,15].
465Serum #93 revealed antibody specificity to an epitope defined
466by a pair of self-eplets: s67LQ+s73AT (Table 3). Recent studies have
467shown that certain antibodies are specific for class I epitopes
468defined by pairs of self-eplets [16–19]. These findings are consis-
469tent with the nonself-self paradigm of HLA epitope immunogenic-
470ity which considers the concept that HLA antibodies originate from
471B-lymphocytes with low-affinity immunoglobulin B-cell receptors
472for self-HLA epitopes [20]. Such receptors can have a productive
473interaction with a non-self eplet whereby the remainder of the
474structural epitope on the immunizing antigen is essentially self
475for the antibody producer.
476Epitope specificity analysis of serum HLA antibodies permits a
477better determination of mismatch acceptability for sensitized
478patients. Any allele with an epitope recognized by patient’s anti-
479bodies should be considered as an unacceptable mismatch. This

Table 8
Three serum examples with epitope specificities that distinguish for selected DR antigens which SAB and non-SAB alleles are acceptable or unacceptable mismatches.

Serum Epitopes Mismatched
antigen

Acceptable alleles Unacceptable alleles

#22 67LQ+s60Y DR1 SAB DRB1*01:03 DRB1*01:01/02
Non-SAB DRB1*01:04/05/06/07/08/09/10

DR4 SAB DRB1*04:02 DRB1*04:01/03/04/05
Non-SAB DRB1*04:12/14/15/18 DRB1*04:06/07/08/09/10/11/13/16/17/19/20

DR52 SAB DRB3*01:01 *03:01 DRB3*02:02
Non-SAB DRB3*01:02/03/04 *02:09/11 *03:02/03 DRB3*01:07 *02:01/03/04/05/06/07/08/10/12

#223 142M3, 108T, 28H, 70D DR1 SAB DRB1*01:01/02 DRB1*01:03
Non-SAB DRB1*01:04/05/06/07/08/09/10

DR4 SAB DRB1*04:01/03/04/05 DRB1*04:02
Non-SAB DRB1*04:06/07/08/09/10/11/13/16/17/19/20 DRB1*04:12/14/15/18

#178 51R2, 57DE, 31FYY DR13 SAB DRB1*13:01(self) DRB1*13:03
Non-SAB DRB1*13:02/05/06/08/09/10/15/16/18/19/20 DRB1*13:04/07/11/12/13/14/17

DR52 SAB DRB3*01:01 *03:01 DRB3*02:02
Non-SAB DRB3*01:02/03/04 *02:09/10 *03:02/03 DRB3*01:07 *02:01/03/04/05/06/07/08/11/12
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480 report illustrates that serological DR types cannot readily identify
481 acceptable mismatches; these findings are consistent with the
482 viewpoint that matching should done at the allele level rather than
483 at the antigen level [1].
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